Beyond Series Bundle (Books 1-3)

This bundle contains Book #1, Book #2
and Book #3 in the bestselling,
award-winning BEYOND series. Discover
the OKanes & continue with bundle #2:
amzn.com/B010Y3YES6
BEYOND
SHAME (87,000 words, 354 pages) All
Noelle Cunningham has ever wanted is a
life beyond the walls of Eden, where only
the righteous are allowed to remain. But
ruins lie outside the City, remnants of a
society destroyed by solar storms. Those
ruins house the corrupt and the
criminal--men like Jasper McCray,
bootlegger and cage fighter. Hell defend
the OKane gang with his life, but no fight
prepared him for the exiled City girl who
falls at his feet.
Her innocence is
undeniable, and so is their attraction. But if
she wants to belong to Jas, shell have to
open herself to a world where passion is
power, and freedom is found in
submission.
BEYOND CONTROL
(100,000 words, 398 pages) Alexa Parrino
escaped a life of servitude to become one
of the most influential people in Sector
Four, where the OKanes rule with a
hedonistic but iron fist. Theres nothing she
wouldnt do for the gang--and for its leader.
But she bows to no one, not even Dallas
OKane. Dallas fought to carve order out of
the chaos of the sectors. Danger threatens
his people, but his liquor business is
flourishing, and new opportunities fuel his
ambition. Lex could help him expand his
empire--and no one says no to the king of
Sector Four. Falling into bed is easy, but
their sexual games are anything but casual.
Attraction quickly turns to obsession, and
their careful dance of heady dominance and
sweet submission uncovers a need so deep,
so strong, it could crush them both.
BEYOND PAIN (89,000 words, 350
pages) Live fast, die young--anything else
is a fantasy for Six. Shes endured the worst
the sectors had to throw at her, but falling
in with Dallas OKanes Sector Four gang
lands her in a whole new world of danger.
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Theyre completely open about everything,
including their sexuality--but she hasnt
survived this long by making herself
vulnerable. Especially not to men as
dominant as Brendan Donnelly. Bren is a
killer, trained in Eden and thrown to the
sectors. His one outlet is pain, in the cage
and in the bedroom, and emotion is a
luxury he cant afford--until he meets Six.
Protecting her soothes him, but it isnt
enough. Her hunger for touch sparks a
journey of erotic discovery where anything
goes--voyeurism, flogging, rough sex. He
has only one rule: he wont share her. In
Brens arms, Six is finally free to let go. But
his obsession with the man who made him
a monster could destroy the fragile
connection theyve forged, and cost him the
one thing that makes him feel human--her
love.
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